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Tax Issues for S Corps
Federal and State Tax Challenges, Planning
Considerations for Taxpayers

Presented by Allen Gregory, CPA,
and Rick Wagner

Presented by
• Specializing in business tax and advisory services to
corporations and flow-through entities for 25+ years
• Hands-on, customized tax solutions in real estate ownership
and development from formation to liquidation, including
entity selection, operating agreements and income tax
accounting for alternative investments

Allen Gregory, CPA

• Speaker for Strafford, the Colorado Real Estate Journal and
instructor in real estate taxation for the National Association
for Industrial and Office Parks

Lead Federal Tax Partner at
TaxOps
720-227-0432
agregory@taxops.com
TaxOps.com
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Presented by
•

•
•

Rick Wagner
Principal
Customized HR Solutions
(303) 489-0141
rick@customizedhrsolutions.com
Customizedhrsolutions.com

•
•

30 years experience in employee benefits consulting, providing tax,
audit and business advisory services on employee stock ownership
plans, equity-based plan design and compliance, deferred
compensation structuring, multi- and single-employer pension and
welfare plans, and non-qualified executive compensation
Served on the AICPA Oversight Board for employee benefits and a
frequent presenter for professional organizations various employee
benefit-related subjects
Previously a partner at BDO Seidman, LLP, lead consultant for the
Western Region Compensation and Benefits practice for Grant
Thornton LLP, and worked in the Employee Benefit Consulting
practice at Deloitte & Touche LLP
Of Counsel for the law firm of Stradling, Yocca, Carlson, and Rauth
Affiliated with the Western Pension Benefits Conference, the
National Association of Stock Plan Professionals, the ESOP
Association, the Colorado Society of Human Resource Professionals,
and the National Center for Employee Ownership
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Tax Challenges of
S Corporations
Banking the cannabis industry
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Do you want to be an S Corp?
S Corp
Pass-through tax entity (Sec 1361 –
1378)

C Corp
VS

Separate taxable entity (Sec 301 – 385)
Faces double taxation

Tax due paid at an individual level
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Do you want to be an S Corp?
Example for
Consideration
Bob is planning to form a new
technology business in which
he will invest $100,000. Based
on Bob's projections, the
business will earn $200,000 in
net income in each of the next
five years, which the business
entity will fully distribute.
After five years, Bob believes
the business will be worth $3
million. Other assumptions,
Bob would qualify for a full
Sec. 199A (20%) deduction
and that the stock in the
business (corporation) would
meet the definition of QSB
stock.

Summary of Federal tax consequences in a five year cycle
S Corporation
Tax on current operations
Tax on years 1 -5 on taxable income of $1mm

$

Tax on distributions (full $1mm for the S Corporation;
$790,000 available after tax for the C Corporation

296,000

n/a

C Corporation

$

210,000

$

188,020
398,020

Total tax on current income and distributions

$

296,000

$

Tax on Stock Sale
Deemed sale of stock for $3,000,000 sale price
($3mm less stock basis of $100,000 equals gain of
$2,900,000

$

580,000

$

TOTAL TAX

$

876,000

$

398,020
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Do you want to be an S Corp?
IRC Sec 1202
 Remember basic Sec 1202 (QSB) gain exclusion general
requirements
o
o
o
o

Stock of a C-corporation acquired at “original issuance”
Qualified small business requirement ($50 million test)
Active business requirement (non-service businesses)
Five-year holding period
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Conversion of S to C Corporation
Example
 Stock must meet definition of Qualified Small Business (QSB) stock




Issuing corporation must be a C corporation on the date of issuance
S corporation stock can never qualify as QSB stock, even if the S corporation later
converts to a C corporation
C corporation would have to issue NEW shares; only the new shares would be eligible
for Section 1202

 Don’t revoke

 S corp transfers assets to a newly formed C corp
 Pre-transfer appreciation ineligible under Section 1202
 All future appreciation of shares qualified for Section 1202
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Conversion of S to C Corporation
Considerations
Owner A holds 100% of an S corporation with assets with a basis of
$1,000,000 and FMV of $5,000,000




Option 1. If Owner A revokes the S election to take advantage of Section 1202, no shares held eligible
for Section 1202
Option 2. S corporation transfers assets to a new C corporation in a Section 351 transfer


All shares received by the S corporation will qualify as Section 1202 stock

Section 1202(i) provides that, for purposes of Section 1202, when the taxpayer transfers property (other
than money or stock) to a corporation in exchange for stock in such corporation, such stock shall:
o (i) be treated as having been acquired by the taxpayer on the date of such exchange; and,
o (ii) the basis of such stock in the hands of the taxpayer shall in no event be less than the fair
market value of the property exchanged.
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Tax Law Updates
Banking the cannabis industry
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CARES Act
PPP Loan Forgiveness (Sec 1106)

 Section 1106 (c)(1) provides – that amounts forgiven “shall be
considered canceled indebtedness…”
 Section 1106 (i) TAXABILITY - “any amount which (but for this
subsection) would be includible in gross income of the eligible
recipient by reason of forgiveness described in subsection (b) shall
be excluded from gross income”
 Applies regardless of whether the income is characterized as COD
income includible under §61(a)(11) or as income otherwise
includible under §61
 The CARES Act did not address the expense side of the equation
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IRS Expense Side Response
Notice 2020-32









Payroll costs, rent and utilities deductible under §162, and interest on covered mortgages is
deductible under §163(a)
Allowance of deductions subject to exceptions, including §265
Under §265 and Reg. §1.265-1, no deduction allowed for any amount otherwise deductible
if it is allocable to one or more classes of income (other than interest) that is wholly exempt
from tax (whether or not any amount of income of that class or classes is received or
accrued)
§265 prevents a double tax benefit
§265 applies tax-exempt income earmarked for a specific purpose and the deductions are
incurred in carrying out that purpose
Because the loan forgiveness amount is a “class of exempt income,” borrower should
eliminate deductions relating to that class of income
Expenses are subject to disallowance under case law and published rulings that deny
deductions for otherwise deductible payments for which the taxpayer receives
reimbursement
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Deduction Disallowance Impact
Question for Consideration

Does the disallowance of deductions associated with PPP loan
forgiveness impact other areas?
 “Wages” for 199A purposes
 “Wages” for R&D credit purposes
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Recent Guidance Impacting S Corporations
 Treasury issued proposed regulations July 31, 2020 - §§1.1061-1
through 1.1061-6 of these proposed regulations
o Exception for Partnership interest held by a corporation (IRC 1061(c)(4)(A))
o Passthrough Entity means… an S corporation described in §1.1061-3(b)(2)(i)
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Section 163(j)
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) in General

 IRC §163(j) limits a taxpayer’s deduction for business interest in any
tax year to the sum of
o the taxpayer’s business interest income for the tax year,
o 30% of the taxpayer’s adjusted taxable income (ATI) for the tax year (but not less than
zero), and
o The taxpayer’s floor plan financing interest for the tax year

 Any business interest that is not allowed as a deduction in the current
tax year under the limitation above is carried forward indefinitely
and available for potential deduction in a future tax year
 Section 163(j) limitation applies at the taxpayer level
 Limitation applies at the entity level for partnerships and S corporations
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Sec 2306 CARES Act
Sec 163(j) updates
 50% of Adjusted Taxable Income (ATI)
 For 2019 and 2020, this provision increases the amount of interest
expense that businesses (both corporations and partners in partnerships)
are allowed to deduct, by increasing the limitation from 30% of adjusted
taxable income to 50%. This provision allows businesses to increase
liquidity with a reduced cost of capital
 Taxpayer may use 2019 adjusted taxable income, but 2020 interest
expense for purposes of their 2020 return
 Rev. Proc. 2015-13 section 6.03(4)(a) addresses automatic extension of
time for 3115 Filing
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CARES Act Sec 2303 and 2304
Modifications of Carryback of Net Operating Losses
The provision allows 100% of losses for tax years 2018, 2019, and 2020
(rather than 80%). The provision allows a five-year carryback for losses
in tax years 2018, 2019 and 2020. This will allow businesses to carry
back 100% of losses as far as 2013 to offset taxable income and access
cash to support business operations in 2020 and future years.
The provision suspends the $250,000 ($500,000) limitation on individual
losses for 2020. The limitation applies to NOLs from pass-through
businesses, but also applies to other individual losses. In conjunction
with the general NOL provision this will allow individuals a larger loss
deduction for 2020 for all losses, and the ability to carry back NOLs from
2018, 2019, and 2020 for five years (from each year, so as far back as
2013).
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Losses
Now, what can you do when an S Corporation generates losses?
Summary of Federal tax consequences of NOL carryback
Tax Year 2019

S Corporation allocated loss resulting in NOL
Taxable income on Original return

$

Tax Year 2014

(1,000,000)
$

2,000,000

Carryback NOL five (5) years to 2014

$

(1,000,000)

Amended Taxable Income

$

1,000,000

Original Tax Liability - 39.6%
Amended Tax Liability

$
$

792,000
(396,000)

Refund

$

396,000
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Deductions
Consider, S corporation with E&P and no or limited basis
• Anything we can do to allow deductions?


Election to Make a Deemed Dividend
o Shareholders elect under Reg. §1.1368-1(f)
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Equity and Incentive
Grants, Options, and
Related

Banking the cannabis industry
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Challenges
• Equity plans can potentially violate S Corp requirements
• Shareholder limitation in number or type
• Second Class of stock prohibition

• Restricted stock, deferred compensation and options are
not treated as outstanding
• Until it vests, is paid out or exercised, then no issue
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Challenges
• An 83(b) election effectively converts unvested restricted
stock into vested/outstanding
• A 409A violation could result in accelerated income but
should not result in the shares being treated as outstanding
• Stock options could potentially be treated as a second class
of stock
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Challenges
• Stock Option – Second Class of Stock
• Basic Rule if:
•
•

Substantially certain to be exercised, and
Exercise price is substantially below the FMV of the stock at
•
•
•

Grant
Transfer to an ineligible shareholder, or
Materially modified

• However, options are exempt from basic rule if:
•
•
•
•

Granted to an employee or independent contractor in exchange for services
Are not unreasonable in amount
Are non-transferable, and
Value is not ‘readily ascertainable’

Or
• Meet the exercise price safe-harbor valuation of 90% of FMV
•

Example indicates that 50% is an ‘unsafe-harbor’
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Challenges
• 409A compliance

• Potentially applies to any service compensation paid in a year later
than when the arrangement was entered into
• Requires earned amounts to be paid upon a specified date or event
unless exempted
•

Short-term deferral – Within 2.5 months of end of tax year in which it vests

•

‘Stock Rights’ – Options or Stock Appreciation Rights, if
•
•
•

Granted at the FMV of the common stock
Of the service recipient or a controlling parent entity
Without a deferral feature

• An option that results in a second class of stock would likely also
violate 409A
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Transaction Planning
Considerations
Banking the cannabis industry
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Transaction Planning
Facts
• A buyer would like to purchase less than 100% (e.g. 70%) of the
outstanding stock of an S corporation for cash, and provide certain
shareholders and key employees with the remaining ownership of the
purchase price and existing owners would like to participate in some
potential upside of the new entity (note this should be on a taxdeferred basis)
• A buyer would also like to obtain a step-up in the tax basis of the
target S corporation assets
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Transaction Planning
Illustration 1
Step 1
• Founders form a new LLC (Holdco) and contribute the assets and liabilities of
Target

Step 2
• LLC is initially DRE
• Tax free contribution of assets under Sec 721(a)
• Sale of membership interest to Buyer results in taxable asset sale
• Rev Rul 99-5
• Buyer receives stepped-up basis for assets acquired
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Transaction Planning
Illustration 2 (Alternative)
The restructuring of Target could be implemented as a tax-free reorganization under
Section 368(a)(1)(F) (an “F-Reorg”) of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC)
Step 1
Founders form a new corporation (Holdco) and contribute the stock they hold in Target
to Holdco making Holdco the new parent company of Target, of Target, which will own
all the shares of Target’s stock

Step 2

Holdco files a Form 8869 to elect to treat Target as a Qualified Subchapter S
Subsidiary, which is treated as a disregarded entity for income tax purposes. Pursuant to
Rev. Rul. 2008-18, Holdco will succeed to Target’s status as an S corporation.
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Pre-acquisition Structure
Historic
Shareholders

Newly Formed S
Corporation Holding
Company

Historic S Corp
Operating
Business
(Converted to an
LLC Treated as a
DRE)
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Post-acquisition Structure

Historic
Shareholders

Newly Formed S
Corporation Holding
Company

Acquiror

70%

Acquiring Holding
Company

30%

100%

Historic S Corp
Operating
Business
(Converted to an
LLC Treated as a
DRE)
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Transaction Planning
F Reorganization Alternative

State and local issue related to F reorganization Alternative





Issues related to notifying state and other jurisdictions
Tracking conformity of Federal S Corporation and QSub treatment at the state and local
level
Gain recognition at the State level?
What historical liabilities of Target need to be considered. Sales Tax??
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Get in Touch
Allen Gregory
agregory@taxops.com
720.227.0060
TaxOps.com

Rick Wagner
rick@customizedhrsolutions.com
303.489.0141
Customizedhrsolutions.com

Banking the cannabis industry
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